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1. INTRODUCTION 

The requirement for'magnetic field measurements on the S~S aooster 

combined function magnets and Storage Ring di:pole, quadrupole and multipole 

magnets has· led to the setting up of an improved Laboratory Magnet Test 

Facility (1) • The main features of the Facility are its flexibility, 

allowing measurement of a variety of magnets over a wide field range, and 

the high degree of automation provided by c~mputer control. 

The magnetic field sensor that is used is a Hall plate (Siemens FC32). 

Hall plates are well suited to such a general purpose systpJU and have the 

advantage that the electronics associated with them are 3~le and do not 

require much attention. The main drawback however is that Hall plates 

cannot be used for high precision ~asurements unless they are calibrated 

and subsidiary effects such as the variation of output with temperature 

are taken into account. 

2. HALL PLATE CHARACTERISTICS 

A Hall plate produces a voltage which is roughly proportional to the 

magnetic field and to the current passed through it and which is large 

enough to be read directly on a DVM. The value of 1.3 ViTA for the FC32 

is typical of many plates. The main process by which the voltage is 

produced is called the Hall effect. It is the production of an electric 

field in a crystal which is carrying a current when the crystal is acted 

on by a magnetic field~ the electric field, current and magnetic field 

being mutually orth09onal~ The Hall plate is typically a small thin 

square of semiconductor with connections on the input, or control Side, 

for the current and on the output. or Hall side. for measuring the 

voltage t as shown in Fig.1. 

Several other effects must be taken into account be~ore a Hall plate 

can be used to obtain accurate measurements of magnetic field: 

ta} The planar nall effect{2} 

In addition to the Hall voltage produced by the component of field 

perpendicular to the plate, Bn, tQere is a voltage produced by the compon

ent of field in the plane of the plate t Bp, Which varies as Sin(2+) with 

the orientation of the plate. $ (see fig.l). This planar Ball voltage is 

~e1atively small (~ 10-2 V/T2Al but must be taken into account when measur

tog strong fields with components acting along the X and ¥ axeS of the 

pla te. nall plates can be calibrated for this effect enabling the true 

field components to be calculate<l from measurements taken with three ortho

1 
> (3.") .,90na1 paws • In ......e present case where a single plate is used 

measurements will usually be taken in a symmetry plane with the field 

either pe:rpendicular to the plate or in the X-Z or Y-Z pltlIles so that this 

effect may be neglected. Alternatively. measurements can be taken with 

both polarities of field; the planar Hall voltage is independent of 

polarity and is eliminated when an average is taken of the two sets of 

measurements~ 

to} TP:mPerature effects 

The Ball voltage is proportional to temperature with a coefficient of 

about -0.07% per °c for the FC32 plate. Changes in the temperature of t~ 

plate are brought about by changes of the ambient temperature or by self

heating due to varyin9 power dissipation in the control side. Methods of 

overcoming this effe'ct employin9 a t~erature controlled oven (5), a com

pensating network involvin9 a thermistor{£l I or both(1) have been reported. 

The te~erature-controlled probes are large in size and are only suitable 

for measuring very large magnets and the compensatin9 network suffers from 

the disadvantage that it Can only be accurate over a narrow range of tempera

ture and for a certain rMge of field. In this system a new approach has 

been adopted. A thermistor is mounted in contact with the Hall plate on 

the probe assembly. ~e measurin9 system automatically records the voltage 

across the thermistor, which is proportioned to temperature t whenever the 

Hall plate voltage is read. Readim;ls are then normalised to a certain 

temperature using the ~erature coefficients of the Hall voltage. The 

exper~ents which have been carried out to deteLwine the coefficients and 

the method of correction are described in the Al?Pend.ix~ 

The control side internal resistance is a function of both temperature 

and field. The eftect on the current and hence the Hall plate voltage 1~ 

eliminated w~n, as in this system, the plate is opjt'lrated with a stabilized 

constant current supply. The effect of the varY'ing power dissipation how

ever does cause varying self-heatinq as mentioned above~ 
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(c) ~on-linearity of the Hall voltage 

If the Hall plate is operated with a constant current supply and if 

temperature variations are adequately corrected there still remains a non

linear variation of voltage with magnetic field. It has been found that 

the field values obtaine? from Ball plate readings using the best straight 

line calibration vary above and below the trUe field values by as muen as 

l~T in the range ! 1.4~ for this FC32 plate~ 

The dominant ef~ect is therefore the non-linearity and because of 

this it is u~ual to calibrate a Hall plate against an NMR probe, which 

gives an absolute measw:ement of field to high accuracy, about 1 in lOS. 

A particular Hall plate reading is calibrated either by evaluating the 

polynomial which has been fitted to the data or by in texpolating directly 

between the data points. 

For the measurement of SRS magnets an accuracy of O.l.mT is required 

over the range ± 1~4T and so clearly a calibration must be performed. 

The usual laboratory standard~ however, the NMR probe can typically only 

be used to measure fields greater than O.2T and so if the Hall plate is 

required to operate at lower field values,as in the present case, another 

method of calibration must be used. This problem has not been discussed 

in the literature and so the rest of this report deals in detail with 

the measurement and data analysis teChniques that have been USed in 

order to obtain a sufficiently accurate calibration OVer the entire range 

-1.4 to 1.4T. 

3. CALIBRATION METHOD 

A coil and integrator was chosen as a secondary calibration standard 

as it is inherent.ly linear and can operate over the required field range. 

The device used was a magnetometer type-J manufactured by Newport instru

ments Ltd. The magnet.ometer had first to be calibrated against the absol

ute standard, the NMR probe, in order to obtain an accurate calibration 

constant. 

The method used was to take measurements of Hall plate voltage, NMR 

frequency and magnetometer voltage together in a homogeneous field, The 

tl'Jagnetometer was calibrated against the NMR using the readings taken above 

3. 

O.2T and this calibration was used to convert the magnetometer readings 

taken below the cut-off of the NMR into field values. Thus field values 

corresponding to each Hall plate reading were obtained either directly 

from the NMR frequency or indirectly from the magnetometer voltage and its 

calibration against field~ These results were then fitted using a least

squares fitting program to obtain a calibration curve for the Hall plate. 

4 • MEASllREMI;;N'l'S 

The Hall probe as&embly was removed from its normal mounting in the 

test area and positioned inside a nearby W17 magnet which can provide a 

suitable homogeneous fiel~ Over the required range. The Hall plate and 

~isto~ remained electrically connected to the ~easuring system and so 

the voltage across each could be read on a DVM in the usual way. with 

the magnet powered the Hall plate was aligned perpendicular to the field 

by adjusting ~ts orientation to obtain the maximum voltage. 

Readings were taken at 50 field values in the range -1.4T to 1.4T 

with proportionately more at low field to collf,pCnsate for the fact that 

the magnetometer readings were less accurate than those from the NMR probe, 

and also because large deviations from linearity have been reported with 

some Hall plates at low field. At each field level the magnet was first 

allowed to stabilize for about two minutes. Even after this interval a 

slow drift in field was noticeable. Readings with the NMR probe were 

taken at fields above 0.2T. S1x probe heads were used to cover the range 

~ to l.4T. To reduce errors resulting from the field drift all the read

ings were taken a~ quickly as possible with one operator alternately 

taking readings with the NMR probe and magnetometer while a second recorded 

the Hall ~late and the~istor VOltages. 

To measure the field with the magnetometer the search coil was first 

placed in a zero field chamber and the integrator zeroed,_ Then the coil 

was inserted into the magnet close to the Hall ~robe and the orientation 

adjusted to obtain the maximum voltage, which was read on a DVM. This 

movement had to be carried out swiftly as the magnetometer itself had a 

relatively large drift rate which made it difficult to Observe the peak 

voltage. The peak voltage was recorded and the procedure repeated with 

the coil rotated through 1800 so that a reading of opposite sign was' 

4. 
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obtained. Two pairs of readings. were taken at each... .f1eld aetti!l9 

At frequent intervals during the measurements the zero setting and 

the drift rate of the integrator were cheeked. The latter was obtained 

by allowing the integrator to run while the col1 was located in the zero 

field chamber. If the drift rate was found to be outside a limit corres-.ponding to 2 x 10 T!m1nute then adjustments were made to the integrator. 

This was required approximately every hour~ Adjustment of the drift rate 

was found to affect the zero setting slightly but it was not found to va%¥-.beyond the limits ± 0.2 x 10 T. Failure to make adjustments to the 

integrator to reduce the drlft rate would have resulted in discontinuities 

between data taken at d1fferent tiroes. 

S. ANALYSIS OF DATA AND RESULTS 

The readings of Hall plate, thermlstor and magnetometer voltage, and 

NMR probe frequency at each field level were flrst averaged and then 

l?laced in a data set on the Laboratory' 5 central comJ?uter. A calibraUon 

program was wr1tten which read in the data and performed all the necessary 

coml?utation. Firstly, each Hall l?late voltage was normalised to a part

icular t~erature using the thermistor voltage and the temperature co

efficients of the plate, and the NMR frequencies were converted into field 

values. A least-squares straight line fit was made to the field and 

ma9netometer voltage data for the range l.4-0.2T for both polarities of 

field. This gave a calibration constant for the magnetometer .. 0.16023 ± 

0.00001 T/V .. which wa~ used to convert all the readings taken below O. 2T 

into field values. A polynomial fit was made to the corrected Hall plate 

readings and field data. with the Hall plate voltagE treated as the in

4apendent variable. The cOeff~cients of the pOlynomlal could then be 

used to convert any Hall plate voltage into a field value~ 

The main problem in l?erforming a least-squares polynomial fit to a 

set of data lies in determining where to terminate the infin1te series. 

Statistical tests such as the X2 test or the F-test can only be al?plied 

when reasonably accurate estimates of the error on each measurement are 

available, in order to determine the weight given to each point. First 

attempts were made with each l?0int given an equal weight. In thb case 

the quality of fit is indicated by a quantity which is very similar to 

the r.m.S. deviation of the points about the fitted curve. As a function 
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of the number of te:ons nf the fitting l?OlynQtllial this quant1ty decreased 

rapidly at first, then remained roughly constant between e and 11 teJ.."m,S 

before increasing. This behaviour is tYl?ical of polynomial fits~ It is 

usual to take the start of the ".plateau" region to indicate the best fit .. 

in this case an a term polynomial. This function also gave the lowest 

value of the estimated average calibration error over the range ± 1~4T, 

which was ± 0.55 x lO-~ T. 

In the l?resent case where the measurement errors are not all s~lar, 

mainl¥ because of the difference in accuracy between the ~agnetometer and 

the NMR probe, it was felt that a weighted fit would be more realistic. 

Several approximations were made in the calculation of welghts. It was 

assumed that; 

i) the only Hall plate voltage error was due to rounding error on the 

DVM, 

11) each field value dbta1ned from the magnetometer voltage contained an 

error due to rounding error and drlft, esttmated from the data and 

a calibration error estimated from the straight line calibration 

against the NMR field values. 

iii) the NMR l?robe readings contributed no errors. 

The quality of fit for weighted fits is indicated by the value of the 

reduced chi-Square (X2 ). There is some aJIbiguity in interpreting this 
v 

quant1ty since it not onl¥ measures how wel~ the true data values can be 

fitted by the given curve but is affected by the values of the weights 

chosen for the data. In general if the value of X2 is close to 1.0 then 
v 

the fitting function is considered appropriate for describing the data. 

This test alone is not suf£icient to indicate the beat order of fit of a 

polynomial. Another test which should be applied in conjunction with this 

is the F-test l which gives a measure of how much the addition of another 

term in the fitting function iml?roves the value of X\l~ conversely, corres

pOndin9 to a value of this statistic (FX) for a given number of terms of a 

fitting function there is a probability of being correct in terminating 

the series at that point. 

Table 1 gives the values of x2 and FX as a function of the number v 
of terms of the polynom~al {N) for the weighted fit of field aga1nst Hall 

plate voltage. It can be seen that between N=ll and »=11 the values of 

6. 
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v 
X 2 are all close to l.0 and <;IiO indicate reasonable lits to the 

'The value of Fx fOr N=13 shows that vexy licttle ,u,prOve.ment has been 1nade 

to the fit by including the 13th. tenn. 'l'b.e value corresponds to a pro);)

ability of 85% of being correct .in terminating the series at N:=12. The 

value of Xv2 for this function is sufficiently close to 1.0 to indicate 

that higher order terms in the series may be neglected. The table also 

gives values of the average calibration error i~e~ the average error in 

the 	fitting function, in the range ± 1,.4T1 which were calculated using 

the error mab:ix produced by the least-squares fit. The error is a mini

mum for a 12 term polynomial l giving additional support to the choice of 
-,this 	function as the best fit. The calibration error is ± 0.17 X 10 T. 

Figure 2 shows the data and the calibration curve plotted over the 

full range. The deviation from linearity is hardly noticeable on this 

scale. ~is is shown better in fig.3 Where the residuals from a least

squares straight line fit to the data are plotted. The curve in the fig

ure is the calibration curve with the straight line subtracted so it is 

effectively a polynomial fit to the residuals. It can be seen that the 

Hall ~late is not symmetrical between fields of different directlan. A 

plot of the data and the calibration curve in the range ± O.olT is shown 

in f1g.4. This illustrates the fact that even at low fields the Hall 

plate is essentially linear. 

Figure 5 shows the variation of calibration error with field for the 

a-term polynomial ~roduced by a non-weighted fit and also for the 12-term 

polynomial ~rodueed bya weighted fit~ It can be seen that for field 

strengths less than about O.lT the two functions give roughly the same 

error. For the non-weighted fit the error increases up to 1.0 X lO-~T at 

the highest fields I whereas in the case of the weighted fit the error 

stays roughly constant~ A probable explanation of this behaviour is that 

the large number of data points at low field dominate the non-weighted fit 

producing largE! errors at high field. The inclusion of weighting factors 

counteracts this effect giving better smoothing of the data and an almost 

constant calibration error. The undulations in the curves are most prob

ably oaused by there being insufficient data ~oints in the high field 

region. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

A calibration curve has been obtai~ed for the Hall plate that will 

allow a reading to be converted into a field value with an average error -,
of ± 0.2 x 10 T over the range ± 1.4T. It is now ap~ropr!ate to consider 

other factors contributing to the total absolute error on a field value 

obtained from a Hall plate reading_ The DVM and constant current source 

are 	considered sufficiently stable that they do not introduce any signifi 

cant error. There are two remaining contributions: 

la) 	 The rounding error on the reading of Hall plate voltage on the DVM~ 

with the present equipment this is: 

± (0.02 ± 10-~)T in the range o-l6OmT 

± (0.2 ± lO-4)T in the range I6OmT-1.6T 

{b) 	 The error introduced by temperature correction. If there are no 

varying thermal gradients between Hall plate and thermistor the error 

is due to uncertainties in the temperature coefficients of the Hall 

voltage {see Appendix}. The error is tn the range ± (0.I-O.3) x 10-~T 

per °c of temperature variation, depending on the field. 

The total absolute error of a field value obtained from a single Hall 
~ 0plate reading 1s therefore in the range ± (0.2-o.4} x 10 T for ale temp

erature v~iation. For larger variations it is the error in the tempera

ture correction which dominates~ To date the largest temperature devia

tion that has been observed is 4°C which gives rise to a 1.2 x 10-~T 

error on an absolute field measurement at O.aT. 

For many measurements it is the relative accuracy only that is import

ant. In this case aboVe l60mT relative errors are dominated by rounding 

errors, provided that the variations in field and tawperature are not 

large~ Below l60mT the rounding error is insignificant and relative errors 

are due to systematic temperature C9rrect!on and oalibration errors. 

The present calibration and correction method should be adequate for 

all of the measurements on the SRS magnets. It is hoped however to repeat 

or at least check the calibration at regular intervals in order to detect 

any ageing effects of the Hall plate. The opportunity will be taken' to 

extend the calibration to higher fields and to tncrease the density of 

s. 
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data points above l.IOT . It has been shown that the teJ'll.Pe.rature cOz.rect,iPn 

can contr.;l...bute as much to the total absolute error aa the cal1bration 

error and that this contribution dominates for large temperature varia

tions. Further measurements are planned in order to reduce the error 

introduced by the temperature correction. 
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APPENDIX 

DETSRMINA'l'ION OF THE TEMPE.1U;TtmE COEF.FICIENTS OF THE 

BAI..I. VOLTAGE rum THE 'I'EMPEBATURE CORRECTION METHOD 

The experiment was carried out with the Hall plate located in the 

SRS Booster prototype magnet under normal measuring conditions, apart from 

there being a plastic pipe over the probe. This had been fitted so that 

the temperature of the air around the probe could be varied. '!'he lIli\gnet 

current was adjusted ,to obtain the desired field at the Hall plate. Bot 

air was then blown along the pipe until the temperature of the probe rose 
0by about 20 e as measured by. the change in thermistor voltage. Readings 

of the Hall plate voltage and the:rm1Stor voltage were taken as the probe 

slowly returned to normal temperature. '!'he probe w~e then cooled by about 

looe by blowing air along the pipe wh1Ch had passed over l1qu1d nitrogen. 

Readings were again taken as the probe was allowed to return to normal 

temperature. This procedure was curied out at 5 field settings between 

± O~BT. 

Graphs of Hall plate voltage against t~Qrature were drawn for each 

current setting and these showed a linear variation with variable slope. 

'l"his can be expressed as: 

VB V + (tAT
BO 

where, 

Va = Ball plate voltage at temperature T 

Vao = Ball plate voltage at a standard temperature To (=2l0C) 

.-T-To 

The slope a voxies with field and hence with the Hall plate voltage 

itself. A graph of a against Vao was drawn and this showed a lineox 

variation: 

a =< a ",. alV o ao 

A straight line was fitted to the pOints to obtain the following values 

for the intercept and slope: 
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a """ 	 t2.6 ± 1.4) oX 10-& yjOCo 

(Xl":::: t-7.4 ± 0.2) ..x 10-2 \1°C 

The overall variation of the Hall ~late voltage with temperature may 

thus be written: 

Va .. GoA'!' + (1 + (11AT) Vao 

This ean be xeaxxanged to give VHo in terms of the other quantities; 

Va - (lollT 

Vuo = 1 + alAT 

Thus knowing /;10 and III en~les any given Ball plate :reading (VII) at 

temperature T to be converted to a value Vso at the standard temperature 

To' 
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Table 1 

Results of weighted fits of field against Ball plate voltage 

N 
v Fx f:rror {roT) 


X • 


2 0.70 x lOS 0.40 x 106 0.19 x 101 

3 0.41 x lOS 0.35 :II: 102 O~17 x 101 

4 0.27 x lolf 0~66 :II: lol 0.50 

5 0.26 x 104 0.15 x lo1 0.55 

6 0.18 x lOS 0.61 x 103 0.16 

7 0.17 x 103 0.32 x 101 0.17 

8 0.91 x 101 0.84 x 103 0.39 x 10-1 

9 0.79 x 101 0.21 x lo1 0.43 x 10-1 

10 0.19 x 101 0.13 x 103 0.22 x 10-1 

11 0.10 x 101 0.31 x 102 0.18 x 10-1 

12 0.76 o~14 x 102 0.11 x 10-1 

l3 0.78 0.39 x 10-1 0.20 x 10-1 

14 0.74 0.29 x 101 0.26 x 10-1 

15 0.71 0.25 x 101 0.40 x 10-1 

16 0.69 0.20 x 101 0.e1 x 10-1 

17 0.66 0.28 x 101 0.21 

19 0.34 x 10" -0.31 x 102 0.66 x 103 

• 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig.l Hall plate 

Fig.2 Field and Ball plate voltage data in t:l:le range ± l.4T. 'l'h:a curve 

is a l2-tem: polynomial produced by a we:t.ghted least-squares £i.t 

to the data. 

Fig.3 Residuals from a least-squares straight line fit to the data of 

fig~2. The curve is effectively a 12-term polynomial fit to this 

data. 

.Fig.4 Field and Hall plate voltage data in the range ± 

is the 12-te:rm pQlynomial shown in fig.2. 

lOmT. The curve 

Fig.5 calibration error against field for the non-weighted e-termpoly

nomial. fit (curve A) and for the weighted 12-te.rm. polynomial fit 

(curve ~). 
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